Whether you're trying to get out of graduate school, struggling to decide if your current career path is the correct one, or somewhere in between, it all hinges on building bridges — creating those critical connections and the support network essential to successfully navigating, mastering, and maximizing the many facets and phases of life. Join us for a day of common ground, conversation, and inspiration among friends in a series of interactive workshops featuring speakers who will offer diverse examples of innovation in action and share their experiences and insights gained along the journey from diploma to career. Take your first step with WISE!

2018 Susan M. Arseven ’75 Conference for Women In Science and Engineering
26th Annual Career and Professional Development Conference
Saturday, February 24, 2018

Named in honor of a pioneering example of Aggie leadership, this annual conference seeks to provide a forum for the exchange of information and experiences regarding the challenges women face in preparing for and pursuing successful technological careers. Discussions are led by dynamic speakers from the Texas A&M University community and across the country and designed to inspire the next generation of women leaders in academia, industry, government, and beyond.
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